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Figure 1: An example before migration (left), during the migration in the workbench (middle), and after the
migration (right). A match (1) and a transformation (2) define a refactoring. Matches (3) and missing messages (4)
are highlighted. Refactorings can be arbitrarily complex, e.g., compare (3) and (5).

ABSTRACT
Despite many research efforts to automate API usage mi-
gration, it remains often a manual task for developers. We
aim to reduce the developer’s pain by exploring ways to
integrate the migration process into the IDE. Our migration
workbench leverages API usage examples and interactive
refactorings to migrate code from one API version to the
other.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Software and its engineering→ Softwaremaintenance
tools; Patterns.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Replacing an API with a different version requires developers
to migrate their code from the old API to the new one, a
task that developers are often reluctant to perform [1, 7,
10]. Automatic migration has been an ongoing subject of
study in research [4, 6], yet the impact on developers has
been limited [8]. IDEs still support only basic refactorings [5,
9], and libraries provide migration guides that require the
developer to build an individual migration path.
We claim that the lack of tools supporting the migration

process in the IDE is partly due to refactorings being non-
trivial to create, predict, and inspect. With our migration
workbench we aim at turning API migration into an inte-
grated and transparent process by focussing on the following
aspects:
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(1) enable navigation and search within examples of the
old and new APIs

(2) allow developers to define and inspect refactorings
interactively

(3) make refactorings shareable to benefit other users of
an API

In this work we explore the first two aforementioned
points, while the third point is left as future work.

2 EXAMPLE-DRIVEN MIGRATION
Our workbench1 is grounded on examples as they are highly
valued by developers as a form of documentation [2], and
they provide a cohesive view on how to use an API. In this
section we motivate our approach through a concrete sce-
nario of how examples and interactive refactorings enable
the migration between two different versions of an API.

Source & Target API. Our source API is RTMondrian, the tar-
get API is GtMondrian. Mondrian is a graph-based visualiza-
tion engine. Nodes and edges can be decorated, e.g., by using
shapes and colors, and they are interactive, i.e., clicking on a
visual element inspects the underlying domain object. The
two versions differ slightly, e.g., they use different rendering
engines, and their builder DSLs use different messages and
require different message sequences (Figure 1.4/5). Both ver-
sions provide examples to showcase different visualization
aspects.

Navigation & Search. We can browse and search examples
of both API versions within our workbench. For example, to
find a replacement for RTMondrian >> #nodes:, which does not
exist in GtMondrian (Figure 1.4), a keyboard shortcut searches
the GtMondrian examples to find uses of similar messages. The
matching examples in the target API then serve as a baseline
to create a refactoring.

Refactorings. The workbench allows the developer to de-
fine refactorings as AST transformations. The matcher (Fig-
ure 1.1) selects the nodes to be migrated. The transformer
(Figure 1.2) transforms and replaces amatched node.Matched
nodes are highlighted in the method source (Figure 1.3) giv-
ing the developer immediate feedback on the region affected
by the refactoring.

Figure 2: Rendering of the original RTMondrian example
(left) and of the migrated GtMondrian example (right).

1https://github.com/maenu/migrator-rtmondrian-gtmondrian

Results. The workbench is implemented on top of the
moldable inspector [3]. We use the workbench to create
the 11 refactorings to migrate the example in Figure 1. Fig-
ure 2 shows the rendered output of the original and migrated
example. We notice a difference in the grid spacing as the
only difference between the two renderings.

In our current implementation we use Pharo code to define
AST transformations. We took this decision as the Pharo’s
refactoring browser pattern language [9] turned out not to
be powerful enough to express the refactorings we required
for migrating the presented example. Expressing the matcher
for the refactoring of the #color: and #if:fillColor:messages
to #background: as b shape circle size: `s; color: `c1; if: `

↪→ b fillColor: `c2 would not match, due to the pattern lan-
guage’s limitations on matching sequenced and cascaded
message patterns. Using Pharo code to define define AST
transformations is rather verbose, a declarative refactoring
language that supports more general AST transformations
is needed.

3 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTUREWORK
Using the migration workbench we are able to derive and
define appropriate refactorings to migrate an example using
RTMondrian to an example using GtMondrian. The combination
of navigation and user-defined refactorings in the migration
workbench serves as a powerful and integrated approach to
API migration.

The format in which to define and share refactorings re-
mains an open question nevertheless. Our future focus will
move frommigrating methods independently to systems as a
whole, supported by a more expressive refactoring language,
and refactoring proposals mined from examples.
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